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Members of the OASIS international consortium are providing
demonstrations of KMIP v2.0 and KMIP v2.1, one of the industry's
most widely-adopted Key Management security standards.
Booth visitors will be invited to view standalone demonstrations
from Cryptsoft, Fortanix, IBM, PrimeKey, QuintessenceLabs
and Utimaco—companies that are part of the OASIS KMIP
Technical Committee.
Demonstrations provide RSA visitors with an unique opportunity
to view the full key management lifecycle including creating,
registering, locating, retrieving, deleting, and transferring symmetric and asymmetric keys and certificates among vendor systems.

KMIP v2.0
KMIP v2.1
www.oasis-open.org/committees/kmip

The Key Management Interoperability Protocol (KMIP) Technical
Committee works to define a single, comprehensive protocol
for communication between encryption systems and a broad
range of new and legacy enterprise applications, including
email, databases, and storage devices.
Participation is open to all.

www.oasis-open.org/committees/kmip

INTEROP PARTICIPANTS
Established in 1996, Cryptsoft is an Australian security firm providing
specialist products and services for software and hardware developers
in the areas of security system design, deployment, validation and
interoperability. Cryptsoft offers a range of software development
toolkits to enable the rapid integration of enterprise key management
and encryption solutions into applications and systems ranging from
embedded platforms through to enterprise class appliances and servers.

PrimeKey is one of the world’s leading companies for PKI and digital
signing solutions. With our EJBCA® Enterprise, SignServer Enterprise
and the PrimeKey SEE products, they deliver the capability to implement
an enterprise grade PKI system ready to support solutions such as IoT,
e-ID, e-Passports, authentication, digital signatures, code signing, digital
identities, and validation; all solutions where digital certificates would be
a main enabler.
www.primekey.com

www.cryptsoft.com

Fortanix's mission is to solve cloud security & privacy. It allows customers to securely run sensitive applications without trusting the cloud.
Fortanix provides deterministic security by encrypting applications & data
– at rest, in motion, and in use with its Runtime Encryption® technology.
Fortanix SDKMS is unified HSM & key management service secured
with Intel® SGX.

QuintessenceLabs is pushing back the boundaries of what is possible
in data security, to let you push boundaries of your own. Our quantum
cyber-security solutions deliver a strong foundation for data protection,
harnessing the power of nature. They include a powerful and interoperable key and policy manager, a high-speed true random number generator, with the added safety of a FIPS compliant key store.
www.quintessencelabs.com

fortanix.com

IBM is one of the world's largest information technology companies,
with 100 years of leadership in helping businesses innovate. IBM
software offers the widest range of infrastructure software for all types
of computing platforms, allowing customers to take full advantage of
the new era of e-business.

www.ibm.com

Utimaco is an international provider of IT security solutions and a leading
manufacturer of Hardware Security Modules (HSMs) that provide the
Root of Trust to many industries. Over 260 employees have committed
to our goal to protect people, ideas and data. Utimaco stands for recognized product quality, user-friendly software, great support and products
that effectively meet market requirements.
hsm.utimaco.com

